SAFETY PRESCRIPTIONS FOR PREVENTION COVID- 19 RISKS

Dearest guests,
in giving you our “Welcome” here, we recommend you to respect safety and hygiene protocols ruled by
national and local authorities (Republic of Italy and Regione Abruzzo) for assuring you a wealthy holiday. We
need your help, and we are sure you will support us, respecting given rules.
You are allowed to enter the Camping site only if not symptomatic to the Covid – 19.
Before reaching the assigned pitch, you must check- in and fill a self- declaration.
You must respect the requested social- distancing ( 1 meter distance in common areas, at least). Persons who
are in the same familiar group, are not obliged to respect the “social- distancing” outdoor. Indoor, in Camping
common areas, is obligatory for everyone, no one excluded, to wear an appropriate mask protecting the
respiratory tract, and keep the requested 1 meter “social- distance”.
Camping- guest visitors are not permitted to enter the Camping area.
Every housing camping structure (caravan, motor caravan, tent, etc) can welcome a maximum of 5 persons.
Caravan, motor caravans, tents and the related accessories (tables, chairs, sunchairs, deskchairs, etc.), must
be displayed within the assigned place. This in order to respect the “social – distancing”.
Is requested to everyone to provide himself a daily cleaning and disinfection of the individual living structure,
according to the presciptions of the Italian Ministry of Wealth (http://www.salute.gov.it/).
Camping WC facilities must be used according to the safety and social -distancing prescriptions, in order to
impeed crowds; so you will approach to the common facilities (bathrooms, showers, sinks, washbasins, etc.)
when effectively disposable for your personal use, waiting your turn, not crowding common areas, helping the
respect of the“social-distancing”rules.
During the day we will provide according to this timetable: 06.30 – 08.00am or 10.00-11.30am; 02.0004.00pm; 08.00- 09.30pm to the disinfection of WC facilities. You are asked to plan the use of WC
facilities respecting the assigned timetable; urgency will be forgiven, as well. Play- ground facilities can be
used only after assuring hands hygiene. In this situation, boys and girls aged over 6 years-old, and their parents
or adult supervisors, are obliged to wear the protective mask for the respiratory tract.
Should you or your companions suffer disease with symptoms recalling to the COVID- 19, you are mandatorily
requested to alert immediately the Camping Manager or Camping Staff, only by telephone, not in person, not
approaching to the Camping reception .
In this case, we will soon inform the Doctor.
These statements are integral part of Camping internal regulations, valid unless new notice, and are
understood and approved when checking- in.
THE MANAGER

